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Gossip: In the 

Internet helped Flight 253 suspect 
radicalize, attack plane 'within weeks' 
By Tony Romm - 03/11/10 12:02 PM ET  

The Internet allowed extremists to contact, recruit, train and 

equip the suspect responsible for the attempted Flight 253 bombing on 

Christmas Day "within weeks," a top Pentagon official told lawmakers 

Wednesday. 

That relatively brief timeframe only speaks to how quickly extremist groups 

have "optimized" the Web and developed a "highly evolved" process by which to 

develop terrorist networks, added Garry Reid, deputy assistant secretary of 

Defense for Special Operations and Combating Terrorism. 

 
"Enabled by 21st-century 

technology, extremists have 

optimized the use of Internet 

chat rooms, Web sites and e-

mail chains to spread their 

virulent messages and reach 

a global audience of potential 

recruits," Reid told the 

Senate Armed Services 

Committee in prepared 

testimony.  

 

"It is this highly evolved 

radicalization process that enabled al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula to make 

contact with a wealthy Nigerian student living in London, recruit, train and 

equip him in the remote tribal regions of Yemen, position him in the 

Netherlands and ultimately dispatch him on a suicide mission to the United 

States, all within a period of weeks," Reid added.  

"By contrast, the 9/11 operation took about two and a half years to develop from 

the time Osama bin Laden approved it in April 1999," he said. 

Wednesday's hearing before the Senate Armed Services' Emerging Threats 

subcommittee arrives as federal prosecutors investigate how suspect Umar 

Farouk Abdulmutallab evaded airport security and almost detonated a bomb 

aboard Flight 253 over Detroit last year. 

But it is not the only recent terrorist act or plot with roots traceable to the Web, 

according to federal officials.  

A grand jury on Tuesday indicted Pennsylvania woman Colleen Renee LaRose — 

known in reports as "Jihad Jane" — for conspiring to commit terrorism abroad. 

LaRose was arrested last year for allegedly passing information to known 
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terrorist groups, which she first contacted online. 

Last year, federal investigators also discovered that Maj. Nidal Malik Hassan e-

mailed an allegedly radical cleric in Yemen prior to killing 13 officers at the Fort 

Hood military base. However, intelligence officers reportedly knew about those 

exchanges before the attack. 

Consequently, those testifying at Wednesday's hearing agreed that U.S. 

intelligence needed to pay more attention to those emerging threats online, 

identifying extremist networks and responding to those who pose an imminent 

risk to U.S. interests. 

“If we can stop them upstream when they are becoming radicalized, then 

obviously we have an easier job of it than when they are downstream and they 

are getting into all kinds of dangerous activities,” said Ambassador Daniel 

Benjamin during prepared testimony. 
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They're coming to take your internet away, ha ha hee hee ho ho… or least spy on your 
every movement. Welcome to Obama's world. 

BY RICARDO MAXWELL on 03/11/2010 at 15:22 

We, the American citizens, don't believe you. You guys won't stop until you have complete 
control of that final bastion of free thought, the internet. Change is coming… but from the 
ground up. 

BY FOX on 03/11/2010 at 15:25 

The Military-Industrial Fascists are unceasing in their attempts to control human beings 
and obliterate our Constitution. 

BY DB on 03/11/2010 at 15:31 

In the past ten years, the DNC has resurrected the failed and once-dead Marxism, which 
the the plague of humanity. 

BY BIFF on 03/11/2010 at 15:35 

I'm sure it must have been Drudge Report right, since that appears to be the only online 
activity the Senate seems it necessary to track nowadays 

BY JAMES on 03/11/2010 at 15:40 

Coming to your town, Total control of your behavior, actions and thoughts. Thats right "it 
couldn't happen here". Well the the corrupt statist jury is still out on that one but rember 
their doing for your own benefit.And thats all that counts! 

BY WHO CARES on 03/11/2010 at 15:41 

What complete and utter propaganda… It has already come out that they let the panty 
bomber on the plane without a passport, that another passenger filmed the whole incident 
start to finish, and that the intelligence agencies had his visa approved. Remember that 
Tony Romm and Kim Hart were pushing out this obvious Operation Mockingbird 
propaganda. 

BY ETIENNE DE LA BOETIE on 03/11/2010 at 15:41 

Yeah… I'm sure the internet helped the underwear bomber onto the plane without a 
passport. Sheesh.. 

BY SHEEPLE on 03/11/2010 at 15:50 

Does anyone care what the Pentagram thinks anymore? 

BY UNEMPLOYED on 03/11/2010 at 15:54 

if you believe this go sh00t your self wow what a crock 

BY SHAH on 03/11/2010 at 15:59 
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Elections could hold major changes for tech 
subcommittee 
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